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Introduction 
The study the longitudinal polarization of W/Z in Diboson channel (WZ 
,ZZ )has never been done in previous experiment. 
longitudinal polarization can not be observed in single W/Z production 
(transverse polarization only)
ZZ->l+l-l+l- ,WZ->l+l- lv channels suffer from small production cross 
section   ( W+Z: 0.44pb , W-Z:0.28pb, ZZ:0.067pb  in 14TeV pp collision)
Benefited from high luminosity in LHC ,  ATLAS detector will collect 
much more data than previous experiment(expected to have 100fb-1 
data in few years)  ,  have great chance to measure Diboson 
production channel (WZ,ZZ) precisely , both in cross section and W/Z 
polarization .  
Good chance to test standard model prediction .
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ATLAS
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Typical WZ and ZZ  events 
θ*l, θ
*
f is lepton decay angle in the rest framework of W or Z respect to W 
or Z direction in CM frame of  system 
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Polarization for WZ
WZ ,ZZ events are produced through quark interaction , Following 
Standard model prediction ,the differential cross section for 
transverse(σT )and longitudinal (σL ) polarized Z and W production 
could be given by :
Where ρ++ , ρ- - and   ρ00 is diagonal element of spin density matrix . Sum of ρ++
, ρ- - and   ρ00 should  be 1 , that is : ρ00 + ρ- - + ρ++ =1
The polarization of W or Z has correlation with cosθW , and ŝ .
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Measuring W polarization in WZ channel
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Measuring Z polarization in WZ and ZZ channel







the expected angular distribution for leptons in the rest frame of Z in WZ channel


































the expected angular distribution for leptons in the rest frame of Z in ZZ channel
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and :
distribution is symmetric in Z  
and asymmetric for  W 
Flatter angular distribution with  
lower 
The dip in angular distribution of 
W move leftward as increase 
Reflect the polarization of W ,Z 
change with 
Cosθl for W
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Dramatic change with            :
“Dip in middle”-->”peak in middle”    
-->”flat”--> “Dip in middle” 
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Finding WZ events in real data
 Potential background :     W+W-,ZZ,Z+jet,Z+γ ,
 Event selection criteria :
We require 3 lepton (abs(eta)<2.5, Pt>25GeV) (very tight requirement in order 
to get rid of Z+jet and Z+ γ background events)
Missing  transverse energy (MET)>25GeV
The invariant mass of opposite  sign , same flavor lepton pair is in Z mass 
window , |Mll -91.2GeV|<12GeV  .
require at most 1 low Pt jet with transverse momentum below 30GeV  in the 
events, veto events with high Pt jet or multi jet.
Transverse mass of W is in the range [50GeV ,90GeV] ,where transverse mass 
is defined as :
Define isolation  angle=Δφ(MET,lepton), and require isolation  angle >40 
degree. (the lepton and neutrino from W decay should not be too close , 
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Expected signal and background  (100fb-1) 
Cut 1~8 is defined in upper table 
number of events after cut 1~8 is recorded in lower table 
Not easy to get pure WZ sample in 
data , need to apply hard cut .
Background contribution is less than 
2% after all  cut .
Z+jet and Z+γ are dominate 
background 
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decay lepton angle reconstruction  in data
Information about longitudinal momentum of the neutrino is missing 
in hadron collider  ,not easy to re-build four momentum of neutrino 
Also not easy to reconstruct  decay angle of lepton.
One solution is that we can assume that W is on shell in each candidate 
event , and make use of W mass constraint to solve longitudinal 
momentum of the neutrino .
By using on shell requirement :                                    .
where
 Where PL
v  is and PL
e longitudinal momentum of neutrino and  electron
 Where PT
miss  is and PT
e transverse momentum of neutrino and  electron
Two possible solutions (two fold ambiguity )  in PL
v create large 
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reconstructing lepton decay angle
To overcome this difficulty , we make use of the weighting technique 
in G.Bella 's paper (arXiv :0803.3307v1)
For example , two solutions for PLv ,named as x1,x2. 
If x1 is in phase space that contributes more to total cross section ,that 
means x1 has more chance  to be correct solution.
we calculate two results( cos(θ*l) and ŝ )from two possible solutions 
(x1,x2) , weigh these two results according to the contributions of x1 
and x2 to total cross section.
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weighting technique in decay angle  reconstruction
The difference between true and reconstructed cos(θ*l) and
In more than 65% events, reconstructed           is within +-20GeV range 
of truth   
In more than 70% events, reconstructed cos(θ*l)  is within +-0.4 range 
of truth cos(θ*l) 
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expected cosθ*l distribution in 100 fb-1 data
Z W- W+
and :
Very  different from generator 
level distribution .
But the feature of shape does not 
change :
symmetric for Z  and asymmetric 
for W
The dip in angular distribution of 
W move leftward as increase
Flatter angular distribution with  
smaller 
Still possible to extract 
polarization information from 
reconstructed cosθ*l , even 
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By fitting angular distribution in previous page using function in page 6 
and 7  , it is possible to extract  ρ00 from angular distribution in W/Z 
decay product.
The following plots shows ρ00 and its dependence on       from 
measurement including systematic error.
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Systematic uncertainty in WZ channel 
Proton PDF uncertainty  :
 Evaluated by calculating the correction factor for each 40 eigenvector 
PDF sets corresponding to CTEQ6M central set . 
 Each of 40 PDF sets was used to extract a new value for ρ00 .
 Extract PDF uncertainty  from the width of ρ00 distribution 
Uncertainty  from  weighting technique
 include Uncertainty of Triple gauge Coupling parameter 
 Use latest CDF result (Phys.Rev.D76(2007),111104) to set coupling 
parameter uncertainty , and see its impact on ρ00
Uncertainty  from limited MC statistics  
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PDF uncertainty  : <0.7%
Uncertainty from  weighting technique: ~2%
Uncertainty  from limited MC statistics  : ~0.2%
Systematic uncertainty in WZ channel   
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Finding ZZ events in real data
ZZ->l+l-l+l- is rather clean channel , possible background source s are  
and
require  four leptons with loose cut (PT >7GeV , abs(eta)<2.5)
At least two hard leptons with PT >20GeV
Require two pairs of opposite sign  same flavor lepton  should be 
inside Z mass window |Mll -91.2GeV|<12GeV
Benefited from Z mass constraint ,most of background can not survive 
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PDF uncertainty  : <2% 
Uncertainty  from limited MC statistics  : <5%
Systematic uncertainty in ZZ channel  
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Very clear and strong dependence on
According to MC spin information:
 ρ00 go down quickly  for      below 2 Z mass threshold     (     <180GeV) ,
due to Z/Υ* interference .





 ρ00 fall slowly with        in high energy 
region 
measured ρ00 from reconstructed data can 
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Summary
It is possible to measure longitudinal polarized W or Z fraction and its 
dependence on          with integrated luminosity of 100 fb-1 in WZ and 
ZZ events from simulated data
The method  to reconstruct             in WZ channel is working in 
simulated data .
Outlook :
Combination of longitudinal polarization and triple gauge boson 
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Reference 
All tables and figures are quoted from the following  ATLAS   
note by The ATLAS Collaboration:
1.ATL-PHYS-PUB-2009-078 for the WZ results 
2.ATL-PHYS-PUB-2008-002 for the ZZ results
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Backup 
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WZ channel : ρ00 and its dependence on   recos
^
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ZZ channel :ρ00 and its dependence on recos
^
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Inner Detector Components
SCT (Semiconductor tracker)
4 double layers of strips in barrel. 9 in 
endcaps.
4088 modules, 80 mm strips, 6M channels.
resolution 17 mm580 mm
>99% of barrel & >97 % of endcap modules 
operational
Hit efficiency > 99%, noise occupancy 4.5-
510-5
TRT (Transition Radiation Tracker)
4mm straw tubes with 35mm anode wires
Transition radiation gives e-p separation 
between 0.5 < E < 150 GeV
73 barrel layers, axial straws
2160 layers of radial straws in forward 
region, arranged in 20 discs
98% of channels operationa.
Pixels
3 layers in barrel & endcap
pixel size 50 mm400 mm
resolution 10 mm110 mm
80 M channels, > 95% operational
Hit efficiency > 98%, 
Noise occupancy 510-9
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Calorimeters
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ATLAS Calorimeters
LAr Electromagnetic (|h| < 3.2)
Pb-LAr accordion structure
3 longitudinal samples |h| < 2.5
presampler |h| < 1.8
LAr Endcap Hadronic (1.5 < |h| < 3.2)
Cu-LAr structure, 4 longitudinal samples
LAr Forward
W/Cu rods & matrix, thin LAr gaps.
3 longitudinal samples.
Tile Hadronic (|h| < 1.7)
Fe-scintillating tile structure
3 longitudinal samples EM energy resolution
(E)/E = 10%/E  0.7 %
Hadronic energy resolution (jets)
(E)/E = 50%/E  3 %      (|h| < 3.2)
(E)/E = 100%/E  10 %   (|h| > 3.2)
Status
LAr: 0.02% dead channels (+ 0.9% 
recoverable). ~0.003% noisy channels
Tile: ~1.4% dead channels, being repaired 
during shutdown
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Muon Spectrometer
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Muon Spectrometer
Spectrometer performance
Bdl = 1.5 - 5.5 TM (|h|<1.4)
Bdl = 1    - 7.5 TM (|h|>1.6)
Standalone resolution: 
DpT/pT < 10% up to 1 TeV
Precision Chambers (|h| < 2.5)
Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT)
 1088 chambers, 330k channels
 99.8% of chambers operational
 0.1% dead channels (+ 1% recoverable)
Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC)
 32 chambers, 31k channels. 2d readout
 100% chambers operational
 <0.1% dead channels
Spatial resolution 35-40 mm
Optical alignment system: 12232 sensors
Trigger Chambers (|h| < 2.4)
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC)
 544 chambers, 359k channels
 70%  operational (goal 99.5% 2009)
 < 2% dead strips
Thin Gap Chambers (TCG)
 3588 chambers, 318k channels
 99.8%  operational , <0.01 % dead channels
2d readout. 
Spatial resolution 5-10 mm, time resolution < 10 ns




Rate tests to 40 kHz, improve to nominal 75 
kHz in 2009
Fine timing of triggers in progress
High-Level Triggers (Level-2 & Event Filter)
Current configuration
 850 PCs in 27 racks (can be used as L2 or EF)
 Capable of 60 kHz sustained rate
Final configuration
 500 PCs for L2, 1800 PCs for EF (PC: 8 cores, 2.5 
GHz, 2 GB RAM per core)
 17 Level-2 racks, 67 EF racks (28 racks 
configurable)
 Finalisation will be luminosity-driven
HLT tracking algorithms used to enrich 
cosmic samples for inner detector studies.
